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Introduction

denoted in Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(d) displays the Fourier
spectrum of ~Trad during the ECH phase at ! ! 0:4. The
possible difference between Trad and Te is discussed later.
The autopower spectrum shows an unambiguous peak
around 2.5 kHz with "1 kHz bandwidth. At higher fre-
quencies (f > 6 kHz) the spectrum has a dependence

f#1=2, corresponding to random noise [18]. The random
noise can be suppressed in the cross-power spectrum be-
tween two radially adjacent channels. The significant ~Trad

is routinely observed in the low-frequency region.
The spatiotemporal structure of ~Trad is determined

by a two-point two-time correlation at different radii.
Figure 2(a) shows a contour plot of correlations of ~Trad at
28 ECE channels with that of the reference channel at
! ! 0:4 (signals are filtered within the bandwidth of
1.5–3.5 kHz). The fluctuations have a long radial correla-
tion, which extends from the center to the peripheral
region. The radial wavelength is of the order of the plasma
radius. The outward propagation is ballistic, and the radial
phase velocity is around 1 km=s, which is of the order of
the diamagnetic drift velocity. The radial profile of the
fluctuation amplitude is shown in Fig. 2(b), and ~Trad ex-
ceeds 20 eV at !" 0:4. The toroidal and poloidal mode
numbers of ~Trad are measured by cross correlation between
signals from ECE and magnetic probes that give a small

but finite signal ~b=Bax < 10#6 at the probe position. The
cross phase between a 6-channel toroidal array of magnetic
probes and an ECE channel (at ! ! 0:4) in the frequency
range of"2:5 kHz indicates that the toroidal mode number

is n ! 1 as shown in Fig. 2(c). The cross phase using the
4-channel poloidal array shows the poloidal mode number
m ! 1# 2 (the fluctuation propagates in the ion diamag-
netic direction). The spatiotemporal structure of ~Trad is
unambiguously shown.
The long-range fluctuations are also observed in the

signal of the RM, which measures the local density fluc-
tuation ~ne at ! ! 0:40–0:43. The density fluctuations in the
high frequency band ($ 100 kHz) are modulated by the
ambient low-frequency perturbation; therefore, the enve-
lope of it can show the background electric field variation.
The modulation effects are predicted in theory and con-
firmed in experiments [4]. The envelope is calculated by
using a Hilbert transform [Fig. 3(a)]. The Fourier spectrum
of the envelope, In%t&, shows that fluctuations ranging from
0.2 to 5 kHz exist in RM signals [Fig. 3(b)]. Significant
cross correlation between In%f& at ! ! 0:4–0:43 and ~Te%f&
of each ECE channel is demonstrated in the frequency
range of 0.2–5 kHz and the wide radial region [Fig. 3(c)].
The variation of the electrostatic potential !" of this
long-range fluctuation can be estimated from In. The study
of disparate-scale interactions has given the estimate
~In%f&=hIni" fmicrof

#1krLn%e!"=Te&, where hIni is the
mean of the envelope of microscopic fluctuations, fmicro

is the frequency of micro fluctuations, and f and kr are
the frequency and the radial wave number, respectively,
of long-range perturbation [2]. By substituting observed
values ~In=hIni" 0:3 and krLn " 1 for fmicro " 100 kHz,
one has e!"=Te " 0:01. This indicates that e!" is of the
same order of magnitude as ~Trad.

FIG. 2 (color). (a) Contour plot of the cross-correlation func-
tion of the low-frequency component (1.5–3.5 kHz) of ~Trad from
28-ECE channels with that of the reference channel at ! ! 0:4.
(b) Radial profile of the amplitude of ~Trad in the three character-
istic frequency bands. (c) Cross phase between ~Trad at ! ! 0:4
and the toroidal magnetic probe array. The straight line gives the
toroidal mode number n ! 1.

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Typical time evolution of Te and the line-
averaged density. (b) Contour plot of the magnetic flux surfaces
on equatorial midplane of LHD. Measurement locations of
magnetic probes (MAG) used in this analysis are indicated by
filled circles. The reflectometer (RM) antenna and the ECE
antenna are located apart from each other by 72' in a toroidal
direction. (c) Radial profiles of Te and ne at 2.8 sec.
(d) Autopower spectrum of ~Trad at ! ! 0:4 and cross-power
spectrum between two adjacent channels of ~Trad at ! ! 0:4 and
0.42. The time window for fast-Fourier transform (FFT) is
8 msec and 30 ensembles are averaged.
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LHD SoL Simulation

Ballistic propagation is considered to play an 
important role in the turbulent transport.
Statistical characteristics → not yet enough
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In this presentation...

•Dynamics in resistive ballooning mode (RBM) 
turbulence is studied.

•Turbulence front propagation is emphasized.
•Statistical properties of propagation front are 
analyzed.



Equation and Configuration

Electrostatic RBM model

Normalization



Gradient-flux Relation

Target of this work is “rotation suppressed” case.
Two players: gradient & transport



Local Gradient-flux Relation

t = 7887.1 t = 7945.0

t = 7686.9 t = 7569.8

Dynamics of local (radial center) quantities.
Response of gradient formation and flux.



Dynamic Behaviors in RBM Turbulence



Spatio-temporal Correlations



Ballistic Front Propagation

Gradient pulse and turbulent flux front propagate 
radially outward/inward simultaneously.
Rear of the propagation front: strong fluctuation.
Front of the propagation front: weak fluctuation.
　→ Analogy with “turbulence spreading” theory
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electrostatic potential flux
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Property of Front Propagation

Unstable mode changes in front and rear of the 
propagation front (not only the intensity).



Input power dependence



Input Power dependence of Correlation Length

Correlation length decreases 
with input power increase.

Correlation length of flux 
and that of grad-p are quite 
different



Input Power dependence of Correlation Time

Correlation time decreases 
with input power increase.



Statistical properties of propagation front
and

Comparisons with scaling laws



Statistical Characteristics of Gradient Pulse

Pulses outward/inward 
are quasi-symmetric.
Pulses velocity and 
correlation length depend 
on input power.



Input Power Dependence

Statistical properties of propagating pulses 
(number, intensity) are positively depend on the 
intensity of input power.
Effective transport coefficient is also positively 
depend on the intensity of input power.



Comparisons with Scaling Law

Order of spatial scale length agrees with scaling 
law of turbulence spreading theory.
Order and tendency of velocity agree.
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Summary

•Nonlinear simulations of resistive ballooning mode 
with tokamak edge geometry are performed.
•Two types of dynamics are observed.
-Radial propagating pulse of pressure gradient.
-Appearance/disappearance of global mode of 
flux.

•Properties of turbulence front propagation are 
analyzed.
•Statistical values of ballistic propagation are 
analyzed and compared with scaling law that is 
given by turbulence spreading theory.


